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Visiting professor Ute Fischer at FRIBIS in the summer semester
2022

Ute Fischer, who holds the chair for political and social sciences at the Dortmund
University of Applied Sciences and Arts since 2010, is visiting Freiburg and FRIBIS
from early June to mid-August 2022. Prof. Fischer is a member of the care team at
FRIBIS and conducts research on gender, care, work, poverty, civic engagement,
meaning of life, democracy development and qualitative research methods. In 2003
she co-founded the initiative "Freiheit statt Vollbeschäftigung" (Freedom instead of
Full Employment) and has since contributed to the basic income discourse through
lectures and publications.  
 
We would like to welcome her to Freiburg and are delighted that she was willing to
give us a short Interview (German).

Karl Widerquist: Lecture on the prehistory of private property and
workshop series on YouTube

In the summer semester 2022 Karl
Widerquist hosted a workshop series
featuring lectures by international guest
speakers from the field of basic income
research and activism (click here for more
information). The entire series can be found
on YouTube, together with Karl Widerquist's
lecture on the prehistory of private property.

Establishment of FRIBIS team "Basic Income for Nature and
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Climate" (BINC)

The newly founded FRIBIS team BINC
explores the possibility that a basic income
scheme can contribute to addressing climate
change and biodiversity loss and thus be
linked to conservation objectives. Team
coordinator Ni Made Rahayu Maitri took time
for an interview to introduce her research
group.

Lectures by Bernhard Neumärker on Basic Income during the
climate crisis

In May 2022, Bernhard Neumärker gave two
lectures on the potential of basic income in
the climate crisis. On May 19 he spoke at the
Climate Public School at the invitation of
Students for Future, Freiburg, and on May 26
he gave a keynote at the 40th International
Energy Workshop at the Konzerthaus in
Freiburg. Learn more here
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